Response to Catholic Bashing by Jonathan Kleck
Quite a few of my subscribers have been telling me that the attacks on
the Catholic Church and on the Blessed Virgin Mary on YouTube have
been increasing lately and of course, this will occur because Satan
knows he is going to be crushed by Mary. And a couple of days ago I
responded to an attack on Mary by the ppsimmons channel and now
just yesterday, Jonathan Kleck launched a terrible attack against the
Catholic Church; he has a real hatred for the Roman Catholic Church.
Let me show you this first clip:
‘Which I'm a witness against the Catholic Church as being the devil's
Church; it is the Church of Satan, absolutely’.
Jonathan, the Catholic Church was founded by our Lord, Jesus Christ
Himself. He told Peter: ‘Thou art Peter and upon this rock I will
build my church and the gates of Hell shall not prevail against it.’
If you would like to see a complete and unbroken listing of all the
popes from Peter right down to our current Pope, Pope Benedict XVl,
just Google: ‘Encyclopaedia Britannica’. And that is not a Catholic
source, that's a secular source, and they will list all the popes for you;
the Catholic Church is the Church founded by Our Lord. And I notice in
this clip, that you use the Devil's horns sign, with your left hand, when
you are bashing the Catholic Church. I'm going to let you see this clip
again from the beginning, and I will let it continue to where Jonathan
Kleck also attacks the Blessed Virgin Mary.
‘I'm a witness against the Catholic Church as being the Devil's church.
It is the church of Satan absolutely, because they worship the Virgin,
and when you turn the Virgin upside-down, it becomes a dead sheep.
The image of the Virgin becomes a dead sheep.’
Now Jonathan, you have shown that image many times before. I dare
you to point out even one Catholic Church that shows that image. That
is a painting by some Satanist. Why do you associate the Catholic
Church with that particular image? That is NOT "Our Lady of
Guadalupe”, which was a miraculous image given by God to Saint
Juan Diego. Here is the true image of Our Lady of Guadalupe. This
image you WILL see in Catholic churches, but there are no dead
sheep in this painting, no matter how you turn it. By the way, I noticed
when you turned your image upside-down, you gave a Devil's horn
sign with your left hand. I warn you Jonathon, it is very dangerous to
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attack the Blessed Virgin Mary. In fact, Mary is prophesied to crush the
head of the serpent.
And now I want to show you where Satan has entered into the
Protestant denominations because, whoever translated the King
James version, perverted Genesis 3:15, where God prophesies to the
serpent that his head will be crushed by the Woman, and the Woman
is the Blessed Virgin Mary. Genesis 3:15, ‘And I’, this is God speaking,
’will put enmity between you’, that is the serpent, ‘and the woman’,
the Woman is Mary, ‘and between your seed and her seed’. Now,
‘your seed’, that is the seed of the serpent, would be the Antichrist, and
‘her seed’ would be Mary's son, who is Jesus Christ, and also by the
way, the End Times Catholic Church; ‘he shall crush your head’, this
is the King James version, which is in error.
But the enmity is not between "he", it's between the Woman and the
serpent. It should read "SHE shall crush your head,” and the Catholic
Douay Rheims Bible is correct; ‘and you’, this is the serpent again,
‘shall bruise his heel.’ Again, this KJV translation is incorrect. It
should be ‘HER heel’, because the enmity is between the serpent and
the Woman, not between the serpent and Mary's seed. The Protestant
Bibles, which are mostly based on the King James version, are all
incorrect. In other words, God is telling us that in the End Times, there
will be two great struggles: one is between Mary and Satan and the
other is between Jesus and the Antichrist.
Now let's take a look at the way Genesis 3:15 should read. ‘And I will
put enmity between you and the woman,’ that's the first battle, ‘and
between your seed and her seed;’ that's the second battle. ‘She
shall crush your head, and you shall bruise her heel.’ This is
referring to the first battle, and the first battle is between Satan, the
serpent, and the Woman who is Mary. Therefore it must be ‘SHE’ shall
crush your head.
So, your problem, Jonathan, is that you are following a corrupted
Protestant Bible. Instead of attacking the Catholic Church, you should
be praising the Catholic Church for giving us a true translation. Nor
should you be attacking the Blessed Virgin Mary. Mary's Rosary is the
weapon Jesus will use to win the second battle against the seed of the
serpent, and this is found in Scripture. And I know you do give good
advice as far as following scripture goes.
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‘Just like the Bible says, to escape all these horrors, go read Matthew
24, Mark 13 and Luke 21, okay those are the Scriptures you should
read.’
But you can't just read Scripture, Jonathan. In order to escape all those
horrors, you must read with ‘wisdom and understanding’. In the book of
Revelation, Saint John says twice that you need ‘wisdom and
understanding’. And both times, he is talking about Biblical
numerology. God often speaks to us, especially in End Times Bible
prophecy, through numerology. For example, in Matthew 24, which you
recommend, and which is absolutely critical, I agree, Jesus divided
those verses into a 6-6-6 pattern followed by a 5-5-5 pattern. And what
that indicates is that the Antichrist will be defeated by Mary's Rosary.
Matthew 24, verses 9 through 26, are divided into a 6-6-6 sequence,
and these are the ‘tribulation’ verses. They refer to the reign of the
Antichrist. Those 18 verses are followed by 15 verses in a 5-5-5
sequence, that is verses 27 through 41, and these are the ‘victory’
verses. And it is very interesting how Jesus identifies these patterns.
He separates out each set of verses by changing the subject matter.
And incidentally, Daniel does the same thing in his chapter number 11,
where again, 6-6-6 is followed by 5-5-5, and in Ezekiel, where 6-6-6 is
followed by 5-5-5 in his chapters 38 and 39.
And so, in conclusion, Jonathan, I challenge you to read Matthew 24,
with wisdom and understanding. In fact, you must, if you want to
escape the horrors. Jesus is telling us through His hidden numerology
that the way He will defeat 666, the Antichrist, is through 555, which is
Mary's Rosary. And if you have any questions whatsoever, Jonathan,
don't be afraid to drop me a private message, I'll be happy to explain
this hidden numerology, because it truly is amazing, or watch any of
my other videos, because I have covered this topic in depth in quite a
few of them.
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